Sentinel II Review by Jack Liu of Audio Art Magazine
Avalon is finally successful. Why would I say such a thing? Does it mean that Avalon
speakers were not great before? Otherwise, why would I say that it is just now successful?
I hope the readers don’t misunderstand my meaning. What I really mean is that Avalon
speakers have had the highest standard before. However, it still lacked one step to
perfection. But now, the Sentinel II has made that step.
An Apple of the Sweetest Fragrance
What is that step? It is the performance of low frequencies and extremely low frequencies.
Undoubtedly, we admit that Avalon speakers have had exceptional performance in sound
quality, transient response, resolution, transparency & soundstaging. However, for the
lowest frequency there was still one step to reach. We may have said that the Avalon was a
very talented & intelligent lady before, but although it was very good-looking, it was not
quite sexy enough. Now the lowest frequency is there, strongly attractive. In other words, I
might have said that the Avalon was an unripe apple before, but now the Sentinel II is a
mature fruit with a sweet fragrance.
Many readers may still not have a clue what I am writing about. Is the editor telling a story
or he is making an equipment review. If so, why has he not entered the topic so far? Please
be patient. We will get there soon. I am very excited after listening to such great
Loudspeakers. My image of Avalon has changed greatly. When I’m overly excited, I talk
too much. So, let’s enter today’s topic.
Vastly Different
Mr. David Liu of The Omega Trading Company called me one day recently; I could feel his
excitement on the phone. He invited me to listen to the Sentinel II speakers which had just
newly arrived. He told me that he had never heard such good sound in his listening room.
Our readers all know that I had introduced the Sentinel before (This flagship speaker was
released in 1999). I also had done a review of it at that time. In fact, it was hard to recall
my image of it from then. David told me that the new speaker was really special, and it
seemed that Sentinel II had changed 180 degrees from the original. I needed to hear it for
myself.
I went to The Omega Trading Company listening room the next day. David and his brother
Roger were there. Roger told me that the sound was much improved, so both of them had
now said so. After a quick examination of the delicate diamond tweeter of Sentinel II, I sat
down quickly and let Roger play a CD for me.
After listening to a few CD’s, I found this pair of Sentinel to be really vastly different to
other Avalon speakers. Just as I mentioned, the low frequency performance is the greatest
difference. The bass I heard was full, with no more space that needed to be filled in the
listening room now. Before, it was not entirely filled.

Why in this same listening room had I not heard sufficient bass, making the treble overly
prominent. I would have blamed all of these issues on the listening room design before.
But now, all had completely changed. The low frequency amount was now sufficient for
the room. Besides, the midrange had become abundant and well layered. The treble had
become warm and clear. But why was this so now? Was it because of the speakers and
amplifiers, or speaker location and adjustment issues that were problems before? I
thought this problem through, and also investigated what had changed in the listening
room. I found the pre and power amp changed to Hovland HP-100 and Radia power amps
(The output power 125w/8 ohm, 200w/4 ohms, and the Sentinel II is a 4 ohm speaker).
They were using a Metronome T1A/C1-A Signature CD transport and DA. The cable was
Cardas Golden Reference. However, the speaker location had changed. They were nearer
the rear wall before, but now they had reached over the 1/3 dimension of the room, but not
quite to 1/2.
The Concave Diamond Diaphragm Tweeter
Surely, the Sentinel II itself had also undergone some changes. The new Sentinel II had
changed it’s tweeter from ceramic to diamond. Moreover, Avalon has designed an
entirely new sub amp, instead of the Classe amplifier for the subwoofer section that was
used before. The most important feature is that adjustment is much easier than before.
Similar to the Revel B015 subwoofer, the Sentinel II amplifier also can increase or
decrease the amplitude at certain frequencies. Through this function, it is possible to
match the quantity of low frequencies with the amount of space in the room to have a
good match. And any room boom can be reduced to a minor issue.
We all know that changing even one driver unit will make the sound completely different.
Surely, since the Sentinel II uses a diamond diaphragm tweeter, the sound will be different
from the older model. I think this change is positive. But the diamond tweeter won’t
increase low frequency output. I think that the increase in low frequency output and
greater control over those frequencies is the greatest contributing factor to the increased
performance of these speakers. This I think should be attributed to the newly designed
sub-amp (400w/each channel); David & Roger share my opinion.
I had brought a dozen or so CD’s with me. I was quite excited after listening to them. The
Sentinel II has really become a giant. While listening to Bellini’s Beethoven sonata, on
every light touch of each finger on the low-registers of the keyboard, you could feel the
huge and low piano sounds spreading in the air. The amount of bass is not overly strong,
but the sensation of a full stage presence as it is record live. The naturalness of the sound
is obvious. This kind of spatial ambience is of lower amplitude than that of the
instruments. And as soon as this low level ambience appeared, so all the listening room
seemed filled with ambience. It makes us feel just like we are at a live concert. To
experience this personally is the highest level of performance that is possible in audio.

The Size of the Soundstage is Grand
From the beginning of the first song of The French Triangle Test CD, the Sentinel II
created a wide and deep soundstage. The sound of each musical instrument appeared full
and large. I was very satisfied with the musical qualities. The saxophone was warm and
magnetic. The blowing sounds carried the quality of a huge amount of air emanating from
the bell of the sax.
The sound was so sweet for the Song of Wonder and the Carmen Fantasia, as played by
Lich. The low frequency output in this recording seemed excessive. Frankly speaking,
this has seldom been the case in the Omega listening room. I therefore asked Roger to
adjust the low frequency output downward. In fact, the Sentinel II’s low frequency
amount was correct; we had obviously identified the booming frequency of this listening
room. But it was not a serious problem. I know it is normal for this particular listening
room to have some very serious booming below 160Hz.
I am feeling very blissful. The Sentinel II has arrived as a conqueror. Besides, every
different type of music made me more and more crazy about it. I’m pleased to say that
Sentinel II has expressed every kind of music thoroughly. I am always happy to
experience true music that is exquisite, not just Audio Physic Exquisite. I suggested that
David invite more audiophiles to listen to Sentinel II before it was sold. Let more people
realize it’s potential.
The Hovland Radia power amp has also made a significant contribution. The Hovland
Radia and Sentinel II are perfectly matched. However, does it mean that using the Radia
for every Avalon speaker would bring better sound? Frankly speaking, I don’t think so,
because I don’t want to suggest that all Avalon owners need to change to the Hovland
Radia power amp. According to my experience at home, using the Hovland HP-100 &
Sapphire, the Hovland amplifier really does reflect a higher musical ideal. I have a little
regret that the Sapphire has a power output that is not very large, but now the Radia has
made up this insufficiency. I believe the HP-100 & Radia are both outstanding.
Since the combination of the HP-100 & Radia was so successful with the Sentinel II, I
thought of another question. If the users of Sentinel I changed their amplifiers to HP-100
& Radia, could they get the same low frequency layering? In fact, using the Radia for
Sentinel II, the low frequencies are not only well layered, the sound quality is better; the
musical instruments are more real and not strained during listening. In one word, it is
closer to a real concert. This brings up another question. How good a match is the HP100 and Radia? There are still many good amplifiers in the world. Is there any other
amplifier that will lend the Sentinel a very good result? My answer is that the Sentinel I
user should try out using the HP-100 & Radia. If the results are improved, then it may be
time to consider a change.

The Subwoofer Amplifier has Made Great Progress
We can’t assign these great results only to the HP-100 & Radia. The more important
contributing factor is the new subamp. Why? Because the HP-100 & Radia are only
used for driving the Sentinel II’s upper frequencies, which means the tweeter, the
midrange and woofer. The Hovland amplifiers have no direct influence on the 13 inch
subwoofer drivers. The Avalon subamp does that work (the amplifiers have built in
electronic crossovers and multiple wiring and adjustment functions). If the subwoofer
performance hadn’t improved and it was just like the Sentinel I, I don’t think I would
have been so touched.
The subwoofer for me is the most important aspect in the whole musical performance.
If the subwoofer is insufficient, then it will reflect on the midrange performance. The
subwoofer is just like the sugar in chocolate. If we don’t put the sugar in, it would only
be the performance of the tweeter and midrange. It would be bitter (the original taste), it
would not have the attraction for people to savor. Once we add the sugar, we augment
the original taste of the bean. Moreover, it brings a richer taste. This kind of rich taste is
really quite unable to deny. The subwoofer is just like this; the alluring is hard to reject.
If you don’t add enough sugar, it will be bitter and you won’t take a second bite. Is this
the right metaphor?
The Sentinel II keeps its original transient response, excellent control in each range, and
natural and super resolution. The music detail is everywhere. (It surrounds your entire
body). Moreover, it increases that sweetness which it didn’t have before. This kind of
softness doesn’t allow the speed to become slow, it also doesn’t make the bass become
muddy, or make the midrange become fat. You can still have sufficient bass and enjoy
low frequency control and resolution. You will also enjoy the precise location of
instruments on the soundstage, just like small speakers have. (Avalon suggested the best
listening height is about 110 cm, and 3 meters away from the speaker). More important,
the whole balance can be adjusted through the low frequencies; it allows the Sentinel II to
emit the most fascinating musical information. This is the factor that is most appealing to
me, especially during the continuous listening that you will inevitably be doing.

